Easter rabbit coloring sheets

Media Platforms Design TeamMaterials: 3 round chipwood or other boxes in graduated sizes (ours are 4 1/2"-, 5"- and 5 3/4"-diam) Acrylic paints: white, black, pink and blue FolkArt Crackle Medium #2 round, 1/4" stencil and 1/2" flat brushes Scraps of blue and yellow paper ribbon and canvas Artificial flower 6"-diam straw hat Yellow and pink 1/2"
buttons Low-temp glue gun Tacky glue Instructions: Boxes: Mix a pale gray from drops of black paint in white. Thin slightly with water and brush 1 coat on each box. Let dry. Apply crackle medium on boxes and lids separately, following manufacturer's instructions. Let dry. Paint a thin coat pure white to crackle lightly. Bunny: On one side, following
photo, lightly pencil eye dots (on lid), nose and mouth on upper box, paws on middle box and legs on lowest box. Paint lines black. Let dry. With stencil brush, dab on pink cheeks and lines to define toes. Paint blue whiskers and white eye highlights. Ears: Cut two 4"-long rabbit ears from canvas. Paint pink on fronts. Pleat at center bottom; glue to
sides of hat crown. Add flower. Glue hat to top; bow and buttons to front.Watch Next Last Updated: March 29, 2022 Free printable Easter bunny coloring pages to help you make this Easter egg-stra special for your kids! If you're looking for an egg-citing Easter activity for your children then you'll love these super cute Easter bunny printables! There
is something for everyone, with simple pictures for preschoolers and young children to color in, plus more detailed drawings for older kids and adults. Our Easter bunny coloring sheets come in a huge range of designs, so you'll be able to find something you like! Our collection includes cute Easter bunnies holding baskets full of patterned Easter eggs
to color in, "Happy Easter" pictures with cute bunny rabbits, Easter mandalas, intricate rabbit zentangles for adults to color, and much more! Free Printable Easter Bunny Coloring Pages Have some hoppin' good fun coloring in one of our egg-stra special Easter bunny coloring pages this Easter! Be sure to scroll down the page to see all our Easter

bunny pictures to color in, and when you find one you like simply click to see the PDF. Our coloring printables are high-resolution letter-sized PDFs. To download, click on the image or text link underneath the image. These printables are for personal, non-commercial use only. Easter Bunny Coloring Page for Kids April Easter Coloring Sheet "Happy
Easter" Coloring Page for Kids Cute Easter Bunny Coloring Sheet Easter Bunny Relaxing in the Flowers Rabbit Coloring Sheet for Adults "Happy Easter" Bunny Picture to Color "Happy Easter" Rabbit Coloring Sheet Easter Rabbit Coloring Page for Kids Easter Bunny Cartoon to Color Sleeping Easter Bunny Coloring Sheet Easter Mandala Coloring
Page for Kids "Happy Easter" Coloring Sheet for Kids Spring Animals Easter Coloring Page "Happy Easter" Bunny Word Art Picture Rabbit Zentangle Coloring Sheet Rabbit Coloring Page for Adults Cute Easter Bunny Coloring Page Bunny Rabbit Coloring Page More Free Easter Coloring Pages We hope you liked our free printable Easter bunny
coloring pages! If you're looking for more coloring pages, do take a look at our other Easter collections: Free Printable Easter Cards | Printable PDFs to Download Looking for more Easter craft activity ideas for kids? Check out our free Printable Easter Cards which you can download in high-quality PDF format. There are loads of beautiful designs,
including some coloring-in cards. Happy Easter Wishes, Messages, and Quotes for Easter Cards Wish your friends and family a very Happy Easter with one of our thoughtful Easter greeting card messages, including funny wishes for kids, spring quotes, and beautiful bible verses. Popular pages Holidays at PrimaryGamesPrimaryGames has a large
collection of holiday games, crafts, coloring pages, postcards and stationery for the following holidays: Christmas, Halloween, Easter, Valentine's Day, St. Patrick's Day, Thanksgiving, Presidents' Day, Hanukkah, New Year's Eve and more. Every day is a day to celebrate!Learning at PrimaryGamesCalling all Teachers! Visit our Curriculum Guide to find
games and activities to meet your classroom's curriculum needs for Math, Science, Language Arts, and Social Studies. This quick guide contains content descriptions and grade level suggestions for all of the educational activities on PrimaryGames. Easter is a time of colorful fun, tasty chocolates and egg hunts outside in the morning air. It’s always a
lot of fun spending time painting eggs and getting ready for the egg hunts on the day, and throughout it all you can always hope for a glimpse of the Easter Bunny himself as he does his rounds delivering colorful eggs to all! These free Easter Bunny coloring pages for kids are a wonderful way to get into the Easter spirit and have some fun with this
colorful day. These cheerful coloring sheets would be perfect to color in with your favorite mediums, from coloring pencils to crayons and your favorite paint mediums. Once you’ve colored in your favorite free Easter Bunny printables, be sure to share your colorful Easter creations to our Facebook page so we can share in the Easter fun and enjoy how
colorfully creative you can be! REMEMBER: You can get the COMPLETE set of these coloring pages >> HERE 35 Brand New Easter Bunny Coloring Pages – Free to Print and Color This Easter Bunny coloring sheet is both adorable and detailed, and that is always a perfect combination for coloring! We have the phrase of happy Easter written in bold
font, so that means that you can color in each letter. Then, the Easter Bunny itself is drawn in great detail, and it is all finished off with an Easter egg with a lovely pattern on it. There is so much to color in here, and you can change up your art tools and mediums to make sure you’re up to the challenge. How do you think you will color in this cute
bunny and its egg? The egg featured on this next page is very intricately detailed, and it serves as a great focal point of this image. There are so many small patterns and shapes, and we think it would look great if you incorporated as many bright colors as possible! We would use colors like reds, yellows, pinks and blues to make the egg really stand
out, but there are so many colors you could choose. Of course, the egg isn’t the only thing in the picture, and you can also color in the cute bunny. We’re sure this page will look incredible when you have finished with it! A cute Easter rabbit and chick are first in this collection of free Easter Bunny coloring pages for kids. They have a big colorful
basket of eggs covered in pretty flowers for you to color in, and this is really a chance to get out your brightest colors to make this Easter Bunny printable really pop with color! This bunny is on the job with a big delivery of eggs for this second Easter Bunny coloring page. He’s carrying them in a basket, and it seems a bit like it might be raining in the
background with the lines coming down. There’s never a day off if you’re the Easter Bunny, I suppose! How will you color in this cute image? Our previous Easter Bunny printable had a bunny carrying eggs in a basket which seems a lot more efficient than the method being carried out by this bunny! He’s carrying the eggs all on top of one another,
and to me that seems like a great way to have a bunch of broken eggs on your head! He seems to have it under control though, so maybe you could use a nice pretty blue for the background to show the concentration this bunny is showing in this Easter Bunny coloring page. REMEMBER: You can get the COMPLETE set of these coloring pages >>
HERE There is one massive egg featured on this next page! It is quite a bit larger than the Easter Bunny, so it could be a bit of a challenge for him to transport this one! The egg is arguably what will first draw the eye on this picture, so it is another one that we would color with some bright and vibrant shades. When you have colored the egg and the
bunny, you can also decide on how you will fill in the background. Whether you use some bright solid colors or maybe draw a background, you can really bring this image to life! The rabbit featured on this next page of our collection of free Easter Bunny coloring pages for kids is truly adorable! It is posed with a more pared-back but still really pretty
egg, and there are also some flowers at the front of the scene. For this reason, we would probably try to give this page a softer, subtler look. If you agree with this, then you could use some mediums such as colored pencils or maybe some watercolor paints to create a wonderfully soft scene. What kind of look do you think you will go for? There are
more potential egg mishaps in this next free Easter Bunny coloring sheet for kids! He seems to be enjoying a breath of fresh air as he leans on a tower of giant eggs that look like they’re ready to fall over. It at least looks like a beautiful day in the background, so you could use bright blues and vibrant greens for the grass and sky to give this Easter
bunny printable a cheerful, breezy feel. Painting eggs is one of the most fun parts of Easter preparations, and this bunny is having a great time doing just that in this Easter Bunny coloring page. For this page, you could get out your own watercolor or acrylic paints and do some painting yourself for some especially vibrant colors. I bet that would make
for a wonderful Easter image! REMEMBER: You can get the COMPLETE set of these coloring pages >> HERE Next, we have another large Easter egg that is quite big compared to the Easter Bunny it is posed with. The egg also has a lovely floral theme for you to color, and there is a lot you could do with this simple pattern. You could try to color
each flower a unique color, but you could also try to make each one unique. Once you have decided on how to color all of the flowers in the pattern, you can also add color to the section of the egg surrounding the flowers. The main job of the Easter Bunny is to transport the precious eggs, and this bunny is on the move doing just that! There is a big
smile on its face as it runs at full speed, and it seems like it is in a rush to make sure the eggs are delivered in time. For an extra fun touch, each egg is drawn with a unique pattern, and this gives you the freedom to use all sorts of different color combinations. Maybe you could also draw what kind of environment you think the bunny is running
through to take this drawing to the next level! We’ve seen magicians pulling rabbits out of a hat before, but here we have a rabbit pulling eggs out of a hat instead in this charming Easter Bunny coloring sheet! This bunny has been busy, as there’s already a huge pile of eggs on the ground. You could try to color in each egg a separate color scheme for
a real explosion of color to this Easter Bunny coloring printable! It’s a beautiful Easter day in the great outdoors for this next free Easter Bunny coloring sheet. There are so many details to this image that are perfect for some beautiful bright colors, such as the flowers, butterflies and of course the colored eggs in the basket! I think this image would
look beautiful with a combination of colored pens along with crayons or colored pencils for a variety of different color intensities. How will you color in this adorable Easter Bunny printable? We have a really cute, younger looking bunny enjoying some Easter fun in this Easter Bunny coloring sheet. It looks like the bunny is delivering some eggs, but
got distracted by a pretty butterfly. We’ve all been there, and I’m sure this bunny deserved a break anyway! I think this Easter Bunny printable would look great with more bright and cheerful outdoors colors like your favorite blues and greens for the background, and maybe you could match the butterfly’s colors to the ones you choose for the eggs.
REMEMBER: You can get the COMPLETE set of these coloring pages >> HERE For the next Easter Bunny coloring printable, we have what has to be one of the cutest bunnies so far in this collection, and that’s saying something! This bunny seems like it must be tiny, as it is around the same size of the pretty flower it is holding. That flower is
beautifully detailed, and you could achieve some stunning effects with your colors as you finish it off. Then, the egg has a simple pattern with a bow on it, and you could keep the pattern simple or add some of your own details. Whatever you choose to do will look amazing in its own way! Here we have an Easter Bunny that is presenting a pretty egg as
a gift! The bunny is so cute, and it is made even cuter with the flowers it is wearing on its head. As for the egg, it has a pretty simple pattern on it. This pattern could be made even better with the colors you use, but you could also add some extra elements to the pattern to make it more intricate. This is a really fun Easter Bunny depiction, and we will
be interested to see how it looks when you’re finished with it! This little fellow looks very pleased to be holding this Easter egg in this free Easter Bunny coloring sheet! I think that a nice bright solid background for this image, maybe a nice red, would help to set it apart a bit from the outdoors scenes of the previous Easter Bunny coloring pages. He’s
also standing in a bit of a spotlight, so you could color that in with a beautiful bright yellow to create a pretty contrast. How will you put this cute Easter Bunny printable in the spotlight with colors? You’ve probably seen a bird hatching from an egg before, but how about a rabbit? That’s what’s happening in this next Easter Bunny coloring page, so
you’ve seen it now! I think that this cute hatching Easter Bunny would look really nice with some unusual colors to reflect this strange situation. Maybe you could color in the bunny with some nice shades of blues and greens with a solid purple or pink for the background. What colors do you think would best suit this Easter Bunny coloring printable?
This next Easter Bunny coloring sheet for kids shows a bunny in a rush, and he’s dressed all fancy in preparation for his big day! He’s in a hurry to deliver his eggs, but he looks like he’s having fun despite the Easter rush! Maybe you could draw in some fun Easter patterns onto his vest and jacket for a fun extra touch that shows this bunny is really
getting into the Easter spirit. REMEMBER: You can get the COMPLETE set of these coloring pages >> HERE A bunny is enjoying a sniff of a flower in this sweet Easter coloring sheet. There’s an egg that’s so big that it would be tough for this tiny bunny to carry, and it’s not hidden very well! There’s a nice mountain background with snow on the tips
of the mountains, so for this image I would use lighter blues and greens for the sky and grass to show that it’s probably a really chilly Easter morning in this mountainous setting. The chicken on the egg will also give a nice spot of yellow to this charming Easter Bunny printable. The style that this Easter Bunny has been drawn in is a bit different to
most of the other ones we’ve seen so far, but it is a really adorable little rabbit! This one is quite large in relation to the egg, and the egg has also been left open for you add more pattern details. We also think that drawing other details such as some more Easter eggs would also make this drawing even better! There is such a creative scene shown on
this next Easter Bunny coloring page! We’ve all seen an image of an Easter chicken hatching from an egg, but here we have a bunny emerging from an egg instead of delivering it. It makes for such a sweet and unique scene, and the egg has loads of great details to color as well. Maybe you could draw some of the broken pieces of eggshell that would
have been created when this bunny hatched! We have another cute bunny holding more eggs than he can probably handle in this Easter Bunny coloring page! How many different colors do you think that you could use to color in the different eggs he’s holding? It’s another beautiful day outside for this cute bunny enjoying Easter morning in nature in
this free Easter Bunny coloring printable. This would be a great chance to have a nice variation of greens, browns and natural colors for the background with the bright colors of the Easter eggs contrasting the colors of the background. The rabbit in this next Easter bunny coloring page is helping to keep a giant Easter egg warm! There are some
great details to color in with this Easter Bunny printable, such as some pretty flowers and a mushroom growing beside the egg, so what colors will you use to bring this cute image to life? We have a very sweet image for this next Easter Bunny coloring sheet: an Easter chick hatching on the head of an Easter Bunny! This is definitely another coloring
page that I think needs some bright and cheerful colors to suit the cute scene going on in this Easter Bunny printable. REMEMBER: You can get the COMPLETE set of these coloring pages >> HERE Sometimes a bunny needs some backup, and that’s the case in this adorable free Easter Bunny coloring page for kids! Two bunnies are working together
to carry a giant Easter egg, and judging by the bow on it I would say it must be a gift for someone. What colors will you use for this sweet bunny duo? It’s time for an Easter egg hunt in our next Easter Bunny coloring sheet. This little bunny is hiding eggs around outside in another gorgeous mountain setting. Using some bright colors for the eggs with
some cooler colors for the cold mountain morning background would really create a great contrast for this Easter Bunny printable. This next Easter Bunny coloring page shows a sweet scene of a little bunny hatching from another Easter egg. There’s a chance to show a lot of stunning colors in this image, as we have the colored Easter eggs along with
some pretty flowers surrounding him. Don’t forget to color the bunny’s bow-tie to finish off this cute Easter Bunny printable. The rabbit in this free Easter Bunny coloring sheet is having a wonderful Easter day outside. There are flowers and butterflies dotted around along with the painted eggs, so this could be a good opportunity to use some bright
colored pens to add some stunning color vibrancy to this coloring page. We have another bunny doing his best to keep a great big Easter egg warm in this next Easter Bunny coloring printable. There’s a solid background to this one, which always looks great with a solid color that will compliment the colors of the bunny and egg. What pretty colors
will you choose? REMEMBER: You can get the COMPLETE set of these coloring pages >> HERE It’s time to paint some eggs in the next Easter Bunny coloring sheet! For a fun detail, maybe you could leave half of the egg white while decorating the other half with bright colors to show that this cute rabbit is still busy decorating this giant Easter egg.
Delivering eggs is hard work, and even the Easter Bunny needs a break once in a while! This Easter Bunny printable shows a bunny taking a nap on the egg he’s in charge of, so I would suggest some cooler blues, greens or purples for the background of this nap time coloring page. The bunny in this Easter Bunny coloring sheet is feeling the joy of
Spring as she has some flowers in her hair while she holds her Easter egg! The hearts in the egg’s design would look great with some bright red to finish off the look. It’s Easter party time in our final page of this collection of free Easter Bunny coloring pages for kids. I would suggest using your brightest colors of paints, pens, pencils and crayons in
combination for this party image to make this one of the most colorful pages of all these Easter Bunny printables. Easter Bunny Coloring Pages – Which will you choose? We hope you had a fun Easter time coloring in these free Easter Bunny coloring pages for kids! Whether Easter is around the corner or you wanted some Easter fun any other time of
year, hopefully these pages provided hours of creative coloring fun Don’t forget that all of our coloring pages and printables are totally free to print, color and enjoy, so feel free to experiment with different colors and mediums! Be sure to like and share our Facebook page to never miss out on any of our free coloring pages and printables, and don’t
forget to share your favorite Easter Bunny coloring pages to our Facebook page once you’ve finished them so we can all share in the joyful Easter fun! REMEMBER: You can get the COMPLETE set of these coloring pages >> HERE
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